The following course and program proposals have been approved by Fiona Lees, Enrolment Services, on behalf of SCTP. Highlighted text in pink are queries to/information for units.

SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS

Minor and Moderate Revisions

Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences

B.Sc.(Nutr.Sc.); Major in Dietetics (115 cr.) – advising note revised, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised. Rationale: Provide guidance for choosing courses;

Concurrent B.Sc.(F.Sc.); Major in Food Science/B.Sc.(Nutr.Sc.); Major in Nutritional Science (122 cr.) – complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, note added. Rationale: Greater range of courses added.

School of Continuing Studies

Certificate in First Nations and Inuit Educational Leadership (30 cr.) – description, required courses deleted, required courses added, title revised for a required course, credit weight increased for a required course, required-course credits increased, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary-course credits decreased. Rationale: Updates to courses to make a more balanced program;

Professional Development Certificate in Condominium Management (20-20.5 CEUs) – program credit weight increased, description, title revised for a required course, complementary-course section added, complementary courses added, complementary-course credits increased. Rationale: New content added to better address student needs;

Certificat de perfectionnement professionnel en Gestion de copropriété (20-20.5 CEUs) – program credit weight increased, description, title revised for a required course, complementary-course section added, complementary courses added, complementary-course credits increased. Rationale: New content added to better address student needs.

Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies

M.A. in Teaching and Learning; Non-Thesis - Science and Technology (60 cr.) – description, credit weight increased for a required course, required course deleted. Rationale: To ensure courses are integrated fully throughout the program;

M.A. in Teaching and Learning; Non-Thesis - Social Sciences (60 cr.) – description, credit weight increased for a required course, required course deleted. Rationale: To ensure courses are integrated fully throughout the program;

M.A. in Teaching and Learning; Non-Thesis - Mathematics (60 cr.) – description, credit weight increased for a required course, required course deleted. Rationale: To ensure courses are integrated fully throughout the program;

M.A. in Teaching and Learning; Non-Thesis - English Language Arts (60 cr.) – description, credit weight increased for a required course, required course deleted. Rationale: To ensure courses are integrated fully throughout the program;

M.A. in Teaching and Learning; Non-Thesis - English or French Second Language (60 cr.) – description, credit weight increased for a required course, required course deleted. Rationale: To ensure courses are integrated fully throughout the program;

M.A. in Education and Society; Non-Thesis (45 cr.) – complementary-course section added, complementary courses added, complementary-course credits increased, how elective courses chosen revised, elective-course credits decreased. Rationale: Specific courses will provide a robust structure to the program;

M.A. in Education and Society; Non-Thesis – Gender and Women's Studies (45 cr.) – complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, streams removed, complementary-course credits increased, how complementary credits chosen revised, how elective courses chosen revised, elective-course credits decreased. Rationale: Streams removed because the distinction between them is insignificant;

M.A. in Educational Leadership; Non-Thesis – Coursework (45 cr.) – required course deleted, required-course credits decreased, complementary course added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary-course credits increased. Rationale: As one of the required courses is not needed for this type of program, it is moved to complementary courses;

Ph.D. in Educational Studies; Language Acquisition (0 cr.) – required course deleted, required-course credits decreased, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary-course credits decreased, elective-course section added, elective-course credits increased. Rationale: Because current program is too time consuming, credits have been reduced, and courses have been updated;
SECTION A: APPROVED PROGRAMS
Minor and Moderate Revisions
Graduate and Postdoctoral Studies [continued]

M.B.A.; Non-Thesis – Finance (57 cr.) – required course added, required-course credits increased, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary-course credits decreased. **Rationale:** To provide students with more flexibility in choosing courses based on relevance to the field; **ES comments/queries:** Move complementary courses FINE 622 and FINE 646 to list of required courses, as there are no other choice of courses for the 6 credits; required and complementary credits adjusted accordingly.

M.B.A.; Non-Thesis – Global Strategy and Leadership (57 cr.) – complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised. **Rationale:** To provide students with more flexibility in choosing courses based on relevance to the field;

M.B.A.; Non-Thesis – Marketing (57 cr.) – required course added, required-course credits increased, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary-course credits decreased. **Rationale:** To provide students with more flexibility in choosing courses based on relevance to the field; **ES comments/queries:** Move complementary course MRKT 658 to list of required courses, as there is no longer a choice of courses - required and complementary credits adjusted accordingly.

M.B.A.; Non-Thesis – Technology and Innovation Management (57 cr.) – required courses added, required-course credits increased, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary-course credits decreased. **Rationale:** To provide students with more flexibility in choosing courses based on relevance to the field; **ES comments/queries:** Move complementary courses INSY 606 and MGSC 616 to list of required courses, as the 6 credits are to be chosen from those two 3-credit courses - required and complementary credits adjusted accordingly.

Faculty of Law

B.C.L./LL.B. (105 cr.) – required courses deleted, required courses added, required-course credits decreased, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary-course credits decreased, how elective credits chosen revised, elective-course credits revised. **Rationale:** Create opportunities for students to cross doctrinal, disciplinary and systemic boundaries;

Joint M.B.A. and B.C.L./LL.B. (144 cr.) – required courses deleted, required courses added, required-course credits decreased, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary-course credits decreased, how elective credits chosen revised, elective-course credits decreased. **Rationale:** Create opportunities for students to cross doctrinal, disciplinary and systemic boundaries; **Pending CGPS Approval** (approved by CGPS February 22, 2016);

Joint M.S.W. and B.C.L./LL.B. (132 cr.) – required courses deleted, required courses added, required-course credits decreased, complementary courses deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary-course credits decreased, how elective credits chosen revised, elective-course credits revised. **Rationale:** Create opportunities for students to cross doctrinal, disciplinary and systemic boundaries. **ES comments/queries:** How does the program add up to 132 credits? Complementary credits omitted from existing and proposed columns; **Pending CGPS Approval** (approved by CGPS February 22, 2016).

Desautels Faculty of Management

B.Com.; Major in General Management; Concentration in Marketing (15 cr.) – required course deleted, title revised for one required course, required-course credits decreased, complementary course added, title revised for one complementary course, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary-course credits increased. **Rationale:** To allow students more flexibility in choice of courses for their learning goals;

B.Com.; Major in Marketing (30 cr.) – required courses deleted, title revised for one required course, required-course credits decreased, a complementary course deleted, complementary courses added, how complementary courses chosen revised, complementary-course credits increased. **Rationale:** To allow students more flexibility in choice of courses for their learning goals.

Retirements

None.
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

New
Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
ENVB 500 Advanced Topics Ecotoxicology (3 cr.) [PRN 10728]. Affected programs indicated on consultation; ES comments/queries: Revise description to read “Exploring the impact…”;

School of Continuing Studies
CBUS 237 Aerospace Business & Strategy (4 CEUs) [PRN 10761];
CBUS 238 Basic Principles of Proj Mgmt (2.5 CEUs) [PRN 10758]; ES comments/queries: Title abbreviation revised;
CBUS 239 Gest. jurid. de la coprop. 2 (4 CEUs) [PRN 10764]; ES comments/queries: Has the additional course charge been approved by the Fee Advisory Committee?
CBUS 240 Condominium Law 2 (4 CEUs) [PRN 10763]; ES comments/queries: Has the additional course charge been approved by the Fee Advisory Committee?
CBUS 241 Habil. interper. pour les prof (4.5 CEUs) [PRN 10766];
CCOM 300 Writing and Community Action (3 cr.) [PRN 10762].

Faculty of Dentistry
DENT 685 Theory of Dental Public Health (3 cr.) [PRN 10552].

Faculty of Education
EDEM 503 Research Sem Indigenous Study (3 cr.) [PRN 10460]. ES comments/queries: Indicate “No” for program affected;

Faculty of Law
LAWG 102D1/D2 Criminal Justice (6 cr.) [PRN 10771]. Affected programs revised; ES comments/queries: Revise total number of weeks to read “26”;
LAWG 110D1/D2 Integration Workshop (4 cr.) [PRN 10769]. Affected programs revised; ES comments/queries: Revise total number of weeks to read “26”;
LAWG 220D1/D2 Property (6 cr.) [PRN 10772]. Affected programs revised; ES comments/queries: Revise total number of weeks to read “26”; revise effective date to “201609” to coincide with program revisions;
LAWG 506 Advanced Civil Law Property (3 cr.) [PRN 10795]. Affected programs revised; ES comments/queries: Revise effective date to “201609” to coincide with program revisions;
WRIT 449D1/D2 The Capstone Project (6 cr.) [PRN 10956]. Affected programs revised; ES comments/queries: Revise total number of weeks to read “26”; revise effective date to “201609” to coincide with program revisions.

The following ten new course proposals have been refused; Law has access via a custom Web form to have the topics entered on transcripts. Like all other faculties, Law can permit duplicate topics courses (slot courses) and use repeat indicators (I codes) to permit credit more than once for the same course number on a student’s record. No other unit has 20 topics courses, so Law should have sufficient topics courses currently existing – these should change to slot status if they currently do not have it [this may be done via memo to SCTP/ES];
LAWG 540 Specialized Topics in Law 21 (1 cr.) [PRN 10808];
LAWG 541 Specialized Topics in Law 22 (1 cr.) [PRN 10809];
LAWG 542 Specialized Topics in Law 23 (2 cr.) [PRN 10810];
LAWG 543 Specialized Topics in Law 24 (2 cr.) [PRN 10811];
LAWG 544 Specialized Topics in Law 25 (2 cr.) [PRN 10812];
LAWG 545 Specialized Topics in Law 26 (3 cr.) [PRN 10813];
LAWG 546 Specialized Topics in Law 27 (3 cr.) [PRN 10814];
LAWG 547 Specialized Topics in Law 28 (3 cr.) [PRN 10815];
LAWG 548 Specialized Topics in Law 20 (3 cr.) [PRN 10816];
LAWG 549 Specialized Topics in Law 30 (3 cr.) [PRN 10817].
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

New
Faculty of Law [continued]
Reduce the number of new Workshop courses to two or three and indicate slot status as yes to enable students to take again for credit; confirm which of the following should be withdrawn. Also, as per rationale, to ensure courses are available within first year of program, revise effective date to “201609”.

LAWG 550 Law Focus Week Workshop 1 (1 cr.) [PRN 10818];
LAWG 551 Law Focus Week Workshop 2 (1 cr.) [PRN 10819];
LAWG 552 Law Focus Week Workshop 3 (1 cr.) [PRN 10820];
LAWG 553 Law Focus Week Workshop 4 (1 cr.) [PRN 10821]; WITHDRAWN BY FACULTY
LAWG 553 Law Focus Week Workshop 4 (2 cr.) [PRN 10984];
LAWG 554 Law Focus Week Workshop 5 (2 cr.) [PRN 10823];
LAWG 555 Law Focus Week Workshop 6 (2 cr.) [PRN 10840];
LAWG 557 Law Focus Week Workshop 8 (2 cr.) [PRN 10841]; WITHDRAWN BY FACULTY
LAWG 558 Law Focus Week Workshop 9 (2 cr.) [PRN 10842]; WITHDRAWN BY FACULTY
LAWG 559 Law Focus Week Workshop 10 (2 cr.) [PRN 10843]. WITHDRAWN BY FACULTY

Desautels Faculty of Management
BUS 430 Bus Climate: Devping Countries (3 cr.) [PRN 10647]. Affected program indicated; ES comments/queries: Title abbreviation revised to be more clear.
BUS 435 Topics in Int’l Business 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 10642]. Affected program indicated; ES comments/queries: Restriction is not needed, as the proposal is for a new topics course and not an official course for the topic “Business Climate in Developing Countries; please verify that this topics course should have slot status, as most topics courses do.

MGPO 402 Dynamic Cities (3 cr.) [PRN 10924]. Affected program indicated.

Revisions
Faculty of Agricultural and Environmental Sciences
AEMA 310 Statistical Methods 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 10868] – supplementary info;
NUTR 209 Professional Practice Stage 1B (2 cr.) [PRN 10749] – prerequisites;
NUTR 307 Human Nutrition (3 cr.) [PRN 10760] – description;
NUTR 311 Professional Practice Stage 2B (5 cr.) [PRN 10750] – prerequisites;
NUTR 337 Nutrition Through Life (3 cr.) [PRN 10753] – prerequisites;
NUTR 344 Clinical Nutrition 1 (4 cr.) [PRN 10754] – prerequisites;
NUTR 409 Professional Practice Stage 3B (8 cr.) [PRN 10755] – prerequisites;
NUTR 446 Applied Human Resources (3 cr.) [PRN 10751] – prerequisites;
NUTR 450 Research Meth: Human Nutrition (3 cr.) [PRN 10752] – prerequisites;

School of Continuing Studies
CBUS 102 Condominium Law 1 (4 CEUs) [PRN 10768] – title, description;
CBUS 103 Gestion jur de la coprop 1 (4 CEUs) [PRN 10767] – title, description.

Faculty of Education
EDEC 311 Resource Management (6 cr.) [PRN 10569] – credit weight, description;
EDEC 590 Culturally App Teaching Styles (3 cr.) [PRN 10461] – number, title, description, restriction; NOTE TO DE – Ensure no other programs affected by number change;
EDEC 591 Cultural Values&Socialization (3 cr.) [PRN 10456] – number, description, restriction;
EDEM 502 Native Fam Dyn & Support Inst (3 cr.) [PRN 10457] – number, description, restriction;
EDPS 690 Research Methods: Theo & Pract (3 cr.) [PRN 10901] – title, description;
EDPS 600 Intro. Professional Seminar (2 cr.) [PRN 10465] – credit weight, description. Affected programs revised;
EDSL 505 L2 Acquis Applied to Clrm Ctxt (3 cr.) [PRN 11003] – restriction.
SECTION B: APPROVED COURSES

Revisions [continued]

Faculty of Law
LAWG 101D1/D2 Ex-Contractual Obligations/Torts (6 cr.) [PRN 10793] – credit weight, description. Affected programs revised;
LAWG 210 Legal Ethics & Professionalism (3 cr.) [PRN 10791] – description;
PRAC 200 Advocacy (1 cr.) [PRN 10792] – title, description;
BUS2 561 Insurance (3 cr.) [PRN 10797] – description; *ES comments/queries: Why is effective term 201709?
PROC 200 Advanced Civil Law Obligations (3 cr.) [PRN 10796] – description; *ES comments/queries: Why is effective term 201709?
PROC 549 Lease, Enterprise, Suretyship (3 cr.) [PRN 10798] – description; *ES comments/queries: Why is effective term 201709?
PRV2 270 Law of Persons (3 cr.) [PRN 10799] – description; *ES comments/queries: Why is effective term 201709?
PRV3 200 Adv Common Law Obligations (3 cr.) [PRN 10805] – description; *ES comments/queries: Why is effective term 201709?
PRV3 534 Remedies (3 cr.) [PRN 10803] – description; *ES comments/queries: Why is effective term 201709?
PRV4 451 Real Estate Transactions (3 cr.) [PRN 10807] – description; *ES comments/queries: Why is effective term 201709?
PRV4 500 Restitution (3 cr.) [PRN 10804] – description; *ES comments/queries: Why is effective term 201709?
PRV4 549, 549D1/D2 Equity and Trusts (3 cr.) [PRN 10806] – description; *ES comments/queries: Why is effective term 201709?

Desautels Faculty of Management
BUSA 465 Technological Entrepreneurship (3 cr.) [PRN 10932] – description, prerequisites;
INTG 201 Integrated Mgmt Essentials 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 10933] – prerequisites, restriction, supplementary info; *ES comments/queries: Should revised restriction read “Open only to … U3 non-Management students …”?
INTG 202 Integrated Mgmt Essentials 2 (3 cr.) [PRN 10934] – prerequisites, supplementary info;
MGCR 352 Principles of Marketing (3 cr.) [PRN 10905] – title;
MGPO 362 Fundls of Entrepreneurship (3 cr.) [PRN 10931] – prerequisites, restriction, supplementary info; *ES comments/queries: Once course is updated in Banner, contact Fiona Lees in ES to make adjustments at the section level;
MRKT 354 Marketing Strategy (3 cr.) [PRN 10914] – title, description, restriction; *ES comments/queries: What does the revised restriction mean?
MRKT 357 Marketing Planning 1 (3 cr.) [PRN 10907] – description, prerequisites, restriction;

Retirements
Faculty of Education
EDEC 290 Cooperative Learning (3 cr.) [PRN 10461]. See proposal for EDEC 590;
EDEE 291 Cultural Values & Socialization (3 cr.) [PRN 10456]. See proposal for EDEC 591;
EDEM 202 Native Fam Dyn & Support Inst (3 cr.) [PRN 10457]. See proposal for EDEM 502.

Faculty of Law
PRV1 555 Successions (3 cr.) [PRN 10801]. Affected programs revised;
PRV4 556 Wills and Estates (3 cr.) [PRN 10802]. Affected programs revised.

Cindy Smith, Secretary to SCTP